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Jan Karon is a genius. When I enter her world of Mitford I feel as if I know each of the characters

personally and might just take a stroll through Baxter Park or jog with Father Tim up Church Hill. I

started reading the Mitford series when I was in college and have read it several times since. I

actually keep a paperback copy of At Home in Mitford in my car at all times in case I am ever stuck

waiting anywhere.Light from Heaven introduces several new characters that any Mitford fan will love

and also has a change of scenery. It is one of my favorites...Ok...they are all my favorites!

The Father Tim books of the Mitford series never fail to delight. The characters are incredibly well

drawn. You feel as if you can and do know each one. The story lines develop naturally and

purposefully. I recommend these books to everyone who wants to enjoy a good read about

delightful and diverse characters facing everyday life with humor, Grace, hope and faith. Irresistible.

This book has several surprises in it. It takes place mostly at MeadowGate & a new church for

Father Tim (temporary only)after all, he is retired. Father Tim learns about the people at the new

church & in his own way he helps them find God, which after all is what life is all about. The family

grows & the best is the surprise at the end of the last chapter. But then I can't give it all away.Enjoy.



Start at the beginning & you won't want to put it down until the end. My only regret is there won't be

another book to pick up where this one ends. So many possibilities for another book. The people of

Mitford have become my friends & I wish I could have them part of my life again. Thx for a great

series. :)cj

I've read all of Jan Karon's books about a dozen times each, and every time I want to hide myself

away in the middle of Mitford and live next door to some of the characters. Father Tim is like an old

pair of shoes - you keep wearing them because they're so comfortable and they make you feel "at

home".I'm so glad Jan changed her mind and is once again taking us back to Mitford with her

newest book, Somewhere Safe with Somebody Good. It's next on my reading list!

I don't know if my vocabulary is adequate to express how I feel about the Mitford Series... I rarely

re-read books but this series is my rare exception! I simply love Father Tim and Cynthia and every

single adventure they have been blessed with! I will forever recommend Jan Karon's books to

anyone interested in good, wonderful, inspiring books. Once you start, you will also be hooked!

This book served as my nightly desert . Reading this book after many long and arduous days really

transported me to another place, Mitford .The characters make you yearn for all that was good and

decent in the world.

I've borrowed the Mitford series audio CD sets from the library over and over, and wanted my own

set. The narrator does a wonderful job interpreting the voices of the beloved Mitford characters.

If this was going to be the final Mitford series story there should not have been so many new

characters introduced. I enjoyed meeting new characters and envisioning Holy Trinity, but not for a

final book. Perhaps this should have been a new series. The Mitford characters were practically

forgotten. Without going in to detail I will just say a lot of characters I had grown to care about were

simply never heard from again, or were simply offered a cameo in this novel. Agreeing with others, .

. . . "What about Miss Rose?!"Plot lines were introduced then suddenly resolved and I couldn't even

remember reading how it all came about. There was no in between. Spent a lot of time thumbing

back through pages I'd already read trying to figure things out. Sorry, but except for a few moments,

this one never grabbed at my emotions as most of the other books did. Everything seemed too

rushed. Disappointed.
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